Although many of these tutorials are for wikis created on Wetpaint, the concepts transfer to other wiki sites as well.

**Wetpaint Wikis in Plain English**

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7BAU2XX5Ws&feature=related

**Setting up a Wetpaint Wiki**

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bv1ZpZp2BYA

**How to Start a Wiki on Wetpaint**


Part 2- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EARFHmoC9TM

---

**Sample Wikis**

Welker’s Wikinomics – A&P Economics Course (High School)

http://welkerswikinomics.wetpaint.com/

Weathering

http://weathering.wikispaces.com/

Cemetery Scene Investigation (Elementary School)

http://csi.wikispaces.com/